Family and Consumer Sciences Scholarship and Awards
Please join us in celebrating the excellence of FCS students!

HHD DEAN’S AWARDS FOR FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES
Outstanding Graduate Student: Michele Christopher-Ipaktchian
Outstanding Graduating Senior: Annette Holland

The Nancy J. and Joseph N. Owens Kappa Omicron Nu Scholarship
Jocelyn Harrison, Simona Hradil & Lindsey Marx

The Kappa Omicron Nu Scholarship
Amanda Blake

The Marjory Joseph Scholarship
Esmeralda Galaviz

The Tom Chen and Christine Smith Scholarship
Carolina Herrera & Nicole Motoyasu

The Carrie Latt Wiatt Scholarship
Nader Armanios & Diem Nguyen

The Nancy J. and Joseph N. Owens Scholarship Endowment in ADM
Tara Eddie

The Ace Sewing Machine, Inc. Scholarship in Apparel Design & Production
Maria Rosales

The Pastor Herrera, Jr. Consumer Affairs Scholarship
Tania Morin & Jonathan Santiago Dieppa

FCS ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Apparel Design and Merchandising: Shellie Livingston
FCS Education: Emilee Byers
Family Studies: Orlando Romo

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENTS
Apparel Design and Merchandising: Michael Wong
Consumer Affairs: Panarat Makatan
Family Studies: Samantha Velasco & Celina Diaz
Interior Design: Summer Baltzer & Alejandro Hernandez
Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Science: Luísa Sabogal & Megan Sowards

OUTSTANDING GRADUATING SENIORS
Apparel Design and Merchandising: Annette Holland
Consumer Affairs: Christina Chao
Family Studies: Jackie Bancroft
Interior Design: Sarah Topel & Jason Robinson
Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Science: Pennina Yasharpour & Jessica Reynolds

OUTSTANDING SERVICE
Apparel Design and Merchandising: Elvis Smith
Consumer Affairs: Carissa Sabio & Jonathan Santiago-Dieppa
Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Science: Ly Mai

PAUL CLARK VOLUNTEER AWARD
Apparel Design and Merchandising: Sara Kahlenberg
Consumer Affairs: Claudia Hernandez
Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Science: Mor Levy